Topic: Negotiate your career now and after

PART.1 WELCOMING
1- Registration and refreshment
2- Word of welcome (word of welcome from the officials - dean and others…).
3- Icebreaker Activity A short 15 to 20-minute activity or animation (find a group leader) to put the participants at ease and break the discomfort that can leave some people isolated. It can be a game (we must think of something nice and friendly).

PART.2 SELL YOURSELF (duration 1h40) + 50 minutes of questions-interaction
4- *Recruitment (Criteria, Statistics of employment, CV)
   Academia, Jeffrey Leyton (25 min),
   Public/Government Louis Francois Brodeur (25 min),

   *Negociate (Salary, Work environment, Impact of modern network (Linkedin, Research gate, etc…))
   Academia, Louis Gendron (25 min)
   Public/Government Bahador Bakhtiari (25 min)

5- Lunch

PART.3 COMMUNICATION & VULGARISATION (duration 1h15) + 10 minutes question after each speaker
6- Modern tools to Share your scientific knowledge
   Publications (Journals, magazines) Camille Lehuede (25 min)
   Medias (radio, TV) Jean-Frédérique Légaré-Tremblay (25 min)
   Social Medias / Audio-Visual tools Emilie Dubois (25 min)

PART.4 ENTREPRENEURSHIP (duration 50 min) + 20 minutes questions-interaction
7- Training & advises Mahzad Sharifahmadian (25 min)
   Create your own Business (start-up, law, skills) Richard Chénier (25 min)

PART.5 SIMULTANEOUS SESSIONS (duration 25 min + 10 minutes of questions-interaction)
8- *Head-hunter
   A “Head-hunter” will explain his job and provide advised to successfully be noticed by recruiters?
   *Immigration (Residence, Citizenship Quebec) Liliana Guedez

17:00 CLOSING + NETWORKING (during Cocktail)